Abstract. This paper describes a structurally-guided framework for the decomposition of a verification task into subtasks, each solved by a specialized algorithm for overall efficiency. Our contributions include the following: (1) a structural algorithm for computing a bound of a state-transition diagram's diameter which, for several classes of netlists, is sufficiently small to guarantee completeness of a bounded property check; (2) a robust backward unfolding technique for structural target enlargement: from the target states, we perform a series of compose-based pre-image computations, truncating the search if resource limitations are exceeded; (3) similar to frontier simplification in symbolic reachability analysis, we use induction via don't cares for enhancing the presented target enlargement. In many practical cases, the verification problem can be discharged by the enlargement process; otherwise, it is passed in simplified form to an arbitrary subsequent solution approach. The presented techniques are embedded in a flexible verification framework, allowing arbitrary combinations with other techniques. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the described methods at solving and simplifying practical verification problems.
Introduction
Due to the complexity of modern hardware designs, formal verification methods are finding increasing utilization to augment the coverage shortcomings of test-based validation approaches. There are two primary methodologies for the verification of safety properties. Inductive methods use a provided or computed invariant to prove that no initial state can reach a state that violates a property (a target state). State traversal techniques employ exact or approximate search to find a trajectory from an initial state to a target state; unreachability is proven if a search exhausts without finding such a trajectory. Because of their exponential complexity, exact state traversal techniqueswhether symbolic or explicit -are applicable only to small or modestly-sized designs.
Numerous approximate techniques have been proposed to address the capacity limitations of exact state traversal. Overapproximating the set of reachable states is useful to prove a target unreachable if all target states remain outside the overapproximation, though cannot readily demonstrate reachability otherwise. For example, design partitioning [1] can be applied to overapproximate the set of reachable states by exploring components whose sizes are tractable for exact traversal. Similarly, the concept of a free fence [2] is suggested for proving the correctness of a property by localization.
Conversely, underapproximate techniques are useful to demonstrate reachability of targets, but are generally incapable of proving their unreachability. For example, , a semantic mapping from vertices to gate types
, and a set of targets . The function
is the initial value mapping.
Our gate
define a set of constants, primary inputs (nondeterministic bits), registers, and combinational gates with various functions, whose semantics are provided in Definition 2. The type register is our only sequential gate type; all others are combinational. The type of a gate may place constraints upon its incoming edge count -e.g., registers and inverters have an indegree of one. We assume that every directed cycle comprises one or more registers -i.e., there are no combinational cycles.
Definition 2. The semantics of a netlist
% are defined in terms of semantic traces: ẅ valuations to gates over time. We denote the set of all legal traces associated with a netlist by .
The initial values of a netlist represent the values that registers can take at time 0; note that this function is ignored for non-register types. For a set of vertices
, and let
be the set of vertices in the cone of influence of p . We assume that as the set of target states.
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Diameter Approximation
In this section, we discuss a structural algorithm for computing an upper bound g " g "
on the diameter of target g . The goal is to find a practically tight overapproximation such that bounded search can be applied in a complete manner. A simple bound is $ t f t 0 e e , though this bound is often too weak to be of any practical value. Semantic approaches at obtaining a bound [3, 4] are of formidable complexity -often greater than a BMC of the target itself.
There are two characteristics of practical netlists which may be exploited to structurally compute a tighter diameter bound. First, netlists seldom represent monolithic strongly connected graphs. Instead, they often comprise multiple maximal strongly connected components (SCCs); an approximation of diameter can thus be derived from an ... 
the elements of lower-numbered components which fan out to higher-numbered components. For example, in Figure 1 , some elements of component . The next-state functions of the registers have the form:
, where
are inputs to the component. Let 
-All remaining components are general components (GC . In Figure 1 , only @ m constitutes a cut (provided that it is not a Mealy GC), hence
. The following formulas for computing
and A e § "
provide the key to our diameter estimation for
e is conservative. We may use other estimation techniques, such as approximate reachability analysis [1] , to find tighter bounds on the diameter of a GC. Note that the recurrence diameter [3] must be used with such an approach due to possible input constraints to the GC in the composed netlist.
Theorem 1. The value
is an upper-bound on the diameter of component
is an upper-bound on the diameter of target
Proof. 
. This result is correct by noting that it can take at most 
is defined as an upper-bound on the diameter of c 6
. For
this result is obvious. Otherwise, note that any trace segment begins in one state of 7 6 , and & @ c 6 X "
transitions, which must initiate within
time-steps, plus one for the final transition to complete, is sufficient to put 7 6 into any of its subsequently-reachable states. Hence
time-steps satisfies our obligation.
x y
We lastly observe that localization [2] has shown significant practical utility in quickly proving unreachability, and possibly enhancing reachability analysis. Localization consists of using a cut frontier (the free fence) to isolate an overapproximate localized
may be useful to enable bounded analysis, rather than often-more-expensive unbounded analysis, to solve g since localized cones may often have structurally-calculatable shallow diameters. This technique may be useful not only to analyze certain localized cones more efficiently, but also to select better localized cones. For example, one may incrementally add gates to a localized cone to make it as large as possible -hence the overapproximation becomes tighter, as long as the incremental additions preserve a shallow diameter. the target is proven reachable. Otherwise, if during the current enlargement step no new states are enumerated that have not been encountered in "shallower" steps, the target is proven unreachable. If
Target Enlargement
steps are performed without reaching an initial state, unreachability can be inferred. If at any step the computing resources exceed a given limit, the enlargement process is truncated and the verification problem is reformulated based upon the states enumerated during shallower steps (refer to Figures 2 and 3) .
Target enlargement is based upon pre-image computation, for which there are three primary techniques: (1) transition-relation based methods [5] [6] [7] [8] , (2) transition-function based methods using the constrain operator [9] , and (3) transition-function based methods using the compose operator [10] . We utilize the latter, since the set of registers in the support of each iteration of a target enlargement is often a small subset of those in the entire z | { x of the target. This precludes entailing unnecessary computational complexity, and well-suits our goal of rendering a simpler problem with as few registers as possible -the enlarged target -if the target is not solved during enlargement. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for our target enlargement algorithm. In step 1, BSAT % g 6 0 § " denotes a SAT-based bounded check of target g using unfolding depth § . We use BSAT to attempt to hit the target as well as to discharge our induction hypothesis for the the subsequent backward analysis. We use SAT rather than BDD-based analysis since the former is often more efficient for bounded analysis. If the overapproximate diameter is surpassed in the bounded search, we discharge the target in step .
If BSAT is inconclusive, we perform compose-based pre-image computations 2 . We apply early quantification of primary input variables to keep the intermediate BDD size small; as soon as the last composition which has a given primary input § in its support is performed, we may quantify § . We utilize a modified MLP algorithm [11] for our quantification and composition scheduling. At each MLP scheduling step, we either schedule a composition, or "activate" an input to simplify future scheduling decisions -initially, all primary inputs are "inactive." Our goal is to minimize the lifetime of input variables, from activation until quantification, and to delay the introduction of registers. Each composition step eliminates one next-state register variable $ , and introduces zero or more present-state register variables and primary inputs. The following modifications of the MLP algorithm have proven to be the most useful:
-At each scheduling step, we schedule compositions of all registers with no inactive primary inputs in their support which introduce at most one register not already in the BDD support. Each such composition eliminates the corresponding variable from the BDD support, and adds at most one variable to the support, which is typically beneficial for minimizing peak BDD size. We next schedule compositions of all registers with zero inactive, and nonzero active, inputs in their support, regardless of their register support, to force input quantification.
-If no register satisfies the above criteria, we instead activate an input. When choosing which input § to activate, we select one which is in the support of an unscheduled register with the fewest, though non-zero, inactive inputs in its support. Ties are broken to minimize the total number of registers not already in the BDD support which would need to be introduced before § could be quantified.
After each quantification, the intermediate t is simplified by the bdd compact operator [12] , using the BDDs of previous iterations as don't cares 3 . Effectively, this simplification attempts to prove inductiveness of the target; the corresponding hypothesis was previously discharged by BSAT. The resulting simplified t j Hence it is well-suited for our goal of minimizing the support of each pre-image step and thereby of the enlarged target. It is also this goal that prompts us to keep each t j distinct. Using don't cares instead of constraints weakens our unreachability analysis, thus a fixed-point may never be reached. However, as demonstrated by our experimental results, many targets can be solved or significantly simplified which affirms the chosen trade-off of precision versus computational efficiency. If the BDD size at any step exceeds a given limit, the enlargement process is truncated and the BDD of the previous iteration is returned. This prevents exceedingly large enlarged targets which could harm the subsequent verification flow. We have found that this approach -from structure to BDDs back to structure -is more effective in a flexible toolset than enlargement by purely structural transformation [13] . The latter does tend to yield large, redundant structures which may seriously hinder subsequent BDD-or simulation-based analysis methods. In contrast, our enlargement approach often reduces the size of the target cone and thus enhances any subsequent verification approach.
Using SAT rather than BDDs for an inductive proof may occasionally be more efficient. However, if unsuccessful, our BDD-based result can be reused to directly repre-sent the simplified function of the ¦ -step enlarged target. A similar reuse is not possible for a SAT-based method. In [14] it is proposed to apply cubes obtained during an inductive SAT call as "lighthouses" to enhance the ability to subsequently hit targets; such an incomplete approach, however, precludes the structural reductions of our technique.
Top-Level Algorithm
In this section we discuss the overall flow of our decomposition algorithm Verify which is illustrated in Figure 3 . We first determine a limit on the number of enlargement steps and then call the algorithm Enlarge on target ) is sound and complete.
The proof of Theorem 2 is straight-forward, and omitted due to space limitations.
In this section we provide experimental results. All experiments were run on an IBM ThinkPad model T21 running RedHat Linux 6.2, with an 800 MHz Pentium III and 256 MB main memory. We set the peak BDD size to ¦ nodes, and capped BSAT (using a structural SAT solver [16] ) to 10 seconds per target with an upper-bound of fifty steps.
Our first set of experiments were performed on the ISCAS89 benchmark netlists. The results are provided in Table 1 . Since these benchmarks have no specified properties, we labeled each primary output of these netlists as a target. Column 1 gives the name of the benchmark and Column 2 provides the number of registers that are included in the various component types: constants (NCs), acyclic (ACs), table cells (MCs or QCs), and complex (GCs). Column 3 lists the average diameter and their count. These are candidates to be discharged with BMC. The bound of 20 was chosen arbitrarily as being typically efficient for bounded search. The next columns provide results for two distinct runs: first a standard run using the techniques as described in the previous sections, and second a "reduction-only" run which does not apply BSAT to solve the problem. Instead, if BSAT would solve the target in § steps, our enlargement is performed to depth
; if n , we only build j in Enlarge. For the standard run in Column 4 we report the number of targets in the netlist, the number of targets which are hit, and the number of targets that are proven unreachable. The number of unreachable results proven with BDDs is provided in parenthesis. In Column 5 we report the accumulated size of the coi's of unsolved targets in terms of the number of registers and primary inputs, and the number eliminated in the corresponding enlarged cones. Column 6 reports the average number of seconds spent per target, and the peak memory usage. For the reduction-only run we report coi sizes and reduction results (similar to Column 5) in Column 7.
There are several noteworthy points in Table 1 . Our techniques solve most targets whether reachable or unreachable, regardless of netlist size -1575 of 1615 targets are solved. Though the "difficulty" of these targets is unknown, this is an indication of the robustness of our approach. Many registers are non-complex: 26% are acyclic registers, and 6% are table cells. For netlists with unsolved targets, we achieve an average reduction per netlists of 5.3% in register count and 5.0% in primary input count, and a cumulative reduction of 12.2% for registers and 10.3% for primary inputs. A total of 381 targets have a diameter of less than 20. Our reduction-only run yields an average reduction per netlist of 13.9% in registers and 13.0% in primary inputs.
In Table 2 we provide a similar analysis for randomly-selected targets from the IBM Gigahertz Processor (GP). Most targets, 254 out of 284, are solved. A large fraction of the registers is non-complex: 1% are constants, 57% are acyclic, and 10% are table cells. A total of 91 targets have a diameter of less than 20. We achieve an average reduction per netlist of 12.1% in registers and 11.1% in primary inputs. The reduction-only run yields an average reduction per netlist of 54.9% in registers and 54.8% in primary inputs, and a cumulative reduction of 70.6% of registers and 69.5% of primary inputs.
We now discuss several netlists in more detail. Netlist I IBBQn is a large enabled and a random initial ordering. Our compose-based search requires 34.7 seconds and 16 MB for the same BDD conditions. However, because of its small diameter, the presented approach can solve the target using SAT in 0.46 seconds and 16 MB. After one step of enlargement, the cone drops to 380 registers and 132 primary inputs; the second step solves the target. L FLUSHn is a largely feed-forward netlist. For one target with 38 registers and 47 primary inputs, reachability analysis of the optimized target with MLP requires 1.20 seconds and 11 MB. Optimization [16] plus retiming [15] with MLP solves the target in 0.60 seconds with 13 MB. Compose-based search requires 0.50 seconds and 9 MB. Due to a shallow diameter of three, our techniques solve the target using SAT in 0.19 seconds with 9 MB. The first two steps of enlargement of this target reduce it to 4 then 2 registers, and 3 then 2 primary inputs, respectively. The third step hits the target. One target of netlist S15850 1 comprises 476 registers, primarily complex, and 55 primary inputs. MLP-based analysis is infeasible on this cone, even after optimization [16] plus retiming [15] which yields 397 registers. However, the first five steps of structural enlargement of this target reduce it to 475, 38, 36, 35, and finally 24 registers, and to 55, 55, 14, 13, and 13 primary inputs, respectively. MLP-based forward reachability hits the 5-step-enlarged target in 10 iterations with a combined effort of 2.5 seconds and 23MB. The only other approach that is able to hit this target is a 15-step BSAT which requires 7.3 seconds and 14MB. For an unreachable target BMC would not have been applicable. Traditional approaches of target enlargement would be ineffective on this netlist since they do not offer any reduction capability, without which the enlarged target remains infeasibly complex.
Conclusion
We have presented an efficient framework for decomposing a verification task into multiple subtasks. Our techniques are capable of solving or simplifying most problems, and comprise a useful component of a more general transformation-based verification toolset. We first calculate the number of time-steps ¦ to use for bounded search via a novel structural algorithm for diameter overapproximation. For many practical netlists, this analysis yields a sufficiently small bound on the diameter to allow bounded model checking to discharge the proof. Otherwise, we iteratively perform SAT-based forward search and inductive compose-based backward search for structural target enlargement. If the property is not solved by the above, we construct a simpler enlarged target and pass it to a subsequent verification approach. While inherently performing a temporal decomposition of the verification task, our approach is capable of spatially reducing the target size and complexity, thus the enlarged target is often significantly simpler to discharge than the original. We use simulation and BMC to complete any traces obtained on the target-enlarged netlist for undoing the effects of the transformation. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques in solving and simplifying problems.
